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27 June 2019 
 
 
 
Dear Parents/Carers of GCSE Computer Science students, 
 
I am writing to update you on the current progress of your child in Computer Science                
and inform you of some upcoming events for the students in Year 11. 
 
Students are currently working in lessons on their 20 hour programming project and             
will continue to do this in lesson time until the 20 hours have been exhausted. This                
should contain their own work including references for any resources used to help             
them with their code. Students have been provided with specific guidance on how to              
complete this. 
 
With regards to upcoming events, the Computer Science department will be running            
extra programming sessions at lunchtime on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays to           
help those students who would like to receive extra programming help. We have             
seen that while students are doing their programming project, a number of them have              
been ‘making up’ elements of their code and then they wonder why their program              
isn’t working. These sessions, whilst not compulsory, are being put into place now so              
that students will avoid compulsory sessions in September. Having a good           
understanding of programming concepts and use of Python is essential for the            
Component 2 exam and is an area that the majority of students are struggling in. For                
the most part, this is because they are not spending enough time programming and              
learning by doing. 
 
Following the Year 10 exam results, we saw that a number of students are              
underperforming. These students will be required to resit their Computer Science           
paper as a compulsory homework before the summer holidays as we need to finish              
the programming project in lessons. This homework based resit will be for those             
students who achieved more than 2 grades below their target grade for Computer             
Science. The deadline for submission is Tuesday 16 July. Those students who are             
not required to resit, can continue with their programming homework set on            
Go4Schools. However, if any wish to resit and gain a higher grade, papers will be               
made available for them to do so. 
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In September, all students will sit a Component 1 Paper so will need to revise over                
the Summer for this. Their Year 11 mock will be a Component 2 - Algorithms and                
Programming paper, which should give the students a good idea of what to expect              
next summer and highlight areas in need of extra revision. 
 
If you have any questions after reading the information contained within this letter,             
please do not hesitate to email me: jfielden@tringschool.org. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Mr J Fielden 
Subject Leader 
Computer Science 
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